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Synopsis

This 6-page chart covers every aspect of the structure of medical terminology related to the body and its use in the field. Chart includes detailed information on these and more: Â· foundation of medical words Â· skeletal & nervous system Â· male & female reproductive system Â· urinary system Â· cardiovascular system Â· gastrointestinal system Â· endocrine system Â· integumentary system Â· respiratory & muscular system Â· special senses: eye/ear Â· lymphaticÂ & immune system
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Customer Reviews

This handy reference guide has been a big help with my medical transcription course. It is so easy to look up a quick term, definition, etc. Although it is by no means a very comprehensive chart--it has been very helpful to this beginner. It aids in my recall of more intensive research and gives my mind a little "boost" when reviewing for quizzes. Fits into a three-ringer binder for instant and easy access.

This product is wonderful. I was insecure about purchasing this product and the other "Quick Study" guides, I purchased at the same time, as I saw brochure in the description of this product, but I did not find any indication that it was a laminated. This concerned me and I was planning on having it laminated upon receipt. However, I did not have to laminate it since it came laminated and three hole punched. Thus, I was able to just place it with the other ones I purchased into a three ring
binder. It is quick and efficient for studying for my classes on the run, between appointments or errands, and as a quick glance. These guides are a very handy tool. I purchased other Medical Terminology reference guides as well as a few Anatomy guides. I will eventually purchase the individual systems’ guides. This entire series is well worth the price.

I'm very satisfied with my purchase of this product. I wouldn't hesitate on purchasing these products for reference materials. My only point of contention, is in the ability to enlarge the view of the product enough prior to purchase, due to the size of the type font used, in order to evaluate the level of information and if it fits my needs. I didn’t see where that was available here on the site or on the quickstudy.com site. I think this is important as we are all at different levels of learning, and it would be nice to see if the information is compatible with our level of studies.

I'm taking making medical terminology and they recommended this as a good "cheat sheet" to help me study better. It's definitly worth the couple bucks to get. Same pamphlet as the one in the school and its laminated so it won't get damaged. You can used a dry erase marker on it to mark exact words your are working on. Plus if you are taking the class online, this will be a huge help if you get stuck on any words. Overall I am satisfied with this product. My thoughts are of my own and have not been Influenced by any outside sources, nor am I obligated to provide a certain star review.

I bought this as a quick reference and study guide to help with a medical terminology class that I am taking. It is very helpful to have it organized and all in one place to help you reference when you are listening to dictations, especially since there are so many words that sound similar, this helps to narrow it down to the one that is being used.

Extremely useful for someone in an introductory course in this subject. I keep it in the front of my binder, so it’s on hand and easily accessible. Essentially contains the bare minimum must know facts for Medical Terminology in regards to the body in general.

I bought this for my medical terminology class and am still using it as I go through other medical classes. It came in so handy that I bought my daughter one for her classes as well. She loves it too.

I have a young lady taking nursing classes. She is getting A’s on most of her tests. Medical
terminology is a difficult class for some and this has been a great help for her along with her flashcards. She passed! YAY!
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